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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Summaries of a number of speeches on topics such as loss of 
         Indian culture and values, problems with alcohol, need to 
         return to the old ways, etc. 
 
         This tape I finished is video tape. I am not sure that video 
         tapes ought to be translated. I was of the opinion that video 
         tape was best presented to groups.  I can imagine the tired 
         backsides.  Sometimes we work so hard and forget the feelings 
         of people in the masses.  Plans of this type of workshop ought 
         to be set up in a classroom setting; to include parents is a 
         must. The workshop itself is meaningful in that the 
         presentation was uppermost in the delivery of talks. I am very 
         impressed and emotionally moved, sort of exciting, but at the 
         same time, down to earth. No doubt will be of benefit to the 
         student body.  The work of the teacher will not be as hard, 
         because the children were exposed to video tape, giving them a 
         sense of belonging, when it was played back. Being aware of the 
         work load and workers doing their job, anytime, possibly too 
         when opportunity presents itself. I'm sure the worker does his 
         best, as he understands the Indian culture in general.  But 
         always with overload of work that must be done. It is very 
         important we should always use imagination and consideration. 
         With video tape you remove all the doubts being built up during 
         the length of workshop when it is shown in playback.  All your 
         imagination returns all through the three days people seeing 



         themselves on screen the excitement comes back.  The emotion is 
         felt, too. This means that the students now belong some place.  
         Goodness knows how far removed the children are, this day and 
         age with a gap between Dad and Mom, between Dad and his boys, 
         between Mom and her daughters.  I suppose the system which 
         failed the Indian people so much is the contributor to the whole 
         confusion.   
          
         All through the workshop you feel the spirit of Indian 
         religion; forever present was the Great Spirit, our Creator.  
         Flowing through the whole workshop was the spirit of sharing 
         with the spirit of wisdom ever present with God chairing the 
         whole workshop. 
          
         The lady expressing her experience of daily living and loving 
         her parents that were removed from her by alcohol, her 
         hardship of being an Indian.  With the hard times she expresses 
         the goodness of working and caring, eventually coming to her 
         own and raising a family, losing a husband, losing a son, with 
         all its grief and loneliness. Now having many grandchildren and 
         with all the poverty and loneliness, she is happy. 
          
         It is impossible to set a precedent because of the different 
         situations on the Indian reserves.  Of course Indians did and do 
         attack the impossible.   
          
         Impressions of the Sturgeon Lake workshop. 
          
 
                                                 Solomon  Mosquito 
          
         TAPE 1 
          
         Translation and Summary: 
          
         He commenced by introductory remarks and this occasion, first 
         of this type of workshop giving the chance to the older and 
         wise Indian men, using, I suppose, Indian oratory with deep 
         emotion felt at this workshop.  The sadness of the young 
         Indians involved in drinking and difficult period in living 
         dangerously.  The older Indian having learned about life, time 
         of extreme hardship, and the young Indians don't seem to 
         realize the warning signs that lie ahead.  We are not thankful 
         for the beauty surrounding our daily living.  We can never 
         think of tomorrow; it may not come and can never see what lies 
         ahead.  We must always remember our Creator who is everybody's 
         father.  He gave us life and try to live a life of goodness.  
         We do not hesitate to hear our parents.  We forget and do not 
         listen to our grandparents, and we do not think of our fathers 
         who suffer deeply and concern to share his love and prayed for 
         us, so we can be good grown-ups.  No one can see the 
         difficulties ahead. Young Indians have no worries; you have no 
         worry if you live right.  God has given us everything good to 
         live with. Try to follow a straight and narrow, try to be 
         thankful for every day, where are we going, our steps to 
         ponder?  If we do not talk to our parents and don't talk to 
         grandparents, it is like one fighting with his own self when 



         you don't listen to your parents and grandparents how they 
         teach you about life, to be proud that you had listened to your 
         parents.  I am thankful this is what I have to say for now and 
         give a chance to these others to talk to you. 
          
         SMITH ATIMOYOO, CO-ORDINATOR SASKATCHEWAN INDIAN CULTURAL COLLEGE 
          
         Translation and Summary: 
          
         He spoke in English and Cree. Emphasis is placed on education 
         of Indian families, starting at birth, breast feeding, etc.  
         Love is learned through the tutoring by grandma and grandpa.  
         Traditional Indianness, respect. 
          
         JIM CROWE, ENGLISH: 
          
         Summary: 
          
         Interference of tape here and there, but the speech dealt with 
         Indian religion and the damages of Indian culture by alcohol.  
         The very importance of traditional Indian customs.  Treaties 
         taught us how to live, but they never taught us how to use 
         alcohol. Education is essentially good, but never have what God 
         gave the Indian people.  We are told to respect creation, to do 
         things with love, sharing love and respect.  God put us on 
         earth to live with nature. We change our culture; we forget we 
         are Indian. No matter how educated we are, we will still be 
          
         Indian.  (I suppose what Jim Crowe is really saying is that there 
         is a balance between white and Indian and we must search for 
         it.)  
          
         JOE MACHININE, POOR MAN RESERVE, CREE: 
          
         Translation and Summary: 
          
         The usual Indian courtesy and was very proud of the man in 
         charge. He mentioned the vastness of this land travelling here, 
         and left my grandchildren behind.  He talks about Indians in 
         the old days how poor and with what hardship they lived.  In 
         those days, he says, Indians were very healthy and very strong, 
         and is conscious of those days. He goes on to talk about Indian 
         youth being poisoned by white culture being imposed on us.  He 
         speaks of the bereavement of his daughter lost to him.  He is 
         very moved by the destruction and great damage to our youth 
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         besides the attacks on our Indian culture by white 
killing,         encroachment. He talks about stark death, suicides, 

         the road deaths, lives lost, our own loved ones.  We must slow
         down, take heed and that we do not forget our Guardian Spirit 
         who can bring us back to life. He says it was good a long time 
         ago. Wise Indians were talking to give away their experience 
         for betterment of the Indian.  He says that on his reserve 

h         people laugh at him.  They say to him, "He's old, what does 
         know?"  White education is very strong, send your children to 
         learn. We ought to do our best to send our children to school 
         on Indian education.  White school system has failed. Indian 
         education is here. We should use it. 



          
         He talks about eating habits of Indians in the old days, like 
         at the kill, drinking the blood warm, eating raw meat, eating 
         raw kidney, eating raw liver.  There is no Indian today that 
         eats raw meat.  Indians were provided everything to eat and he 
         was strong.  Indians lived in harmony with nature.  The wild 
         life belonged to the Indian.  The only thing the white man did 
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         not rob us of or take away from us is the gopher.  And as a 
         young man, my boldness was with me. 
          
         He goes on by saying his coming to workshop makes him feel 
         great pride and importance of sharing with his friends and 
         talking their own language, and for those that are lost to u
         by their own disasters is very painful for me.  It is good to 
         be Indian although I am poor.  Indians come to me when someone 
         precedes us, they talk Indian and forget his English.  It is 
         good to have many languages, but we are still one.  Be kind; do 
         not say wrong to each other; love each other.  It gives you a 
         long life - give personal effort to live, when one meets.  He 
         finishes his talk by thanks for the good gifts that God 
         allowed to Indians by his goodness. 
          
          
         (T
         but never actually in name, in this case, alcoholism and 
         alcohol abuse resulting in killing each other, highway 
         deaths, family splits, losing his own daughter, alcohol 
         death, and in all its misery and loss.  He was in tears at 
         times.)  
          
         JO
          
         Tr
          

dian Salutation to frie         In
         effort acceptance by audience.  He calls everyone 
         grandchildren, which is typical Indian way of start
         or oratory.  In his humbleness and simplicity he expresses his 
         gratitude to make a presentation. White education did not put 
         us on any side, white or Indian.  Our parents and grandparents 
         taught us traditional Indian education to the good life. 
          
         In
         stop to think, and thus we are unable to remember our parents' 
         teaching. This is what is happening this day and age.  In our 
         Indian way, we do not ask outright, but hesitate to humble 
         ourselves, and buy tobacco to my more wise grandparents for 
         advice and to learn wise ways of being a good Indian.  We don
         just take the pipe.  It is left for us by our grandparents.  
         This is how we are aware of our Creator, who gave all things 
         and everything - the sun, the moon.  The sun never backtracks,
         it goes forward and has continuity.  He gave us Motherhood.  

.         They have trying times. We should respect our mothers strongly
         We gave hardship to them.  Let's try somehow to be thankful.  
         After all, if it weren't for Mom, we wouldn't be here.  God 
         gave the power to withstand suffering.  Our Indian education 
         traditionally is based on how to live.  Nothing comes easy. We



         can never be white.  We can use the system.  It's up to us to 
         retain our Indian culture by trying to help each other.  We 
         will lose our Indian culture if we do not help ourselves, which 
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         is God-given for Indians to be thankful and to accept life. 
         Indians long ago had good eating habits and good appetites, and 
         eating was clean.  Our meat was cooked on the fire.  Nothing was 
         wasted, nothing was thrown away.  Today you buy meat.  Long ago 
         you hunted to eat.  That is the gift from the Creator.  To eat 
         and sleep with nature; we belong to nature.  Today, canned stuff
         is poison.  Before, Indian men were strong and healthy.  More 
         happened that is hard to describe.  You look at the Mother Earth 
         that the Creator gave us.  Everything is fast now.  Long ago, 
         you have time for everything.  Bereaved parents every day due t
         loss of life from drugs and alcohol abuse.  Long ago, there was 
         lots of time.  Now everything is fast and we are on fast time.  
         We should slow down, have dialogue.  I hope you will understand, 
         we here are grandparents.  You give us an uplift, and have deep 
          
         ap
         thankful.   
  
         (This man nev
         to offer.  He has something to say, and he sure says it!  I 
         continue to be amazed at the eloquence of these grandparents.  
         I stop to wonder at their wisdom, with no schooling or the 
         chance of an education through the conventional route.  They 
         were too busy, "bringing home the bacon" in modern terms.) 
          
         PIUS DUSTYHORN, PIAPOT RESERVE, CREE: 
          
         Translation: 
          
         I offer my app
         th
         co-workers in the field. 
          
         What we have heard here, a

 is all so true.  I hop         it
         we can what is being told.  We should at the very least try to 
         understand.  If someone says that we have lost our Indianness, 
         how we will understand.  It is true, from childhood in a baby 
         bundle, with the hardship, our grandparents and our parents 
         loved us.  We ought to follow their example.  A twelve-year-old
         giving ritual service to the grandparents.  This child is 
         willing to learn, but had gone the right way of doing that kind 
         of work in a ritual service.  This is the way to reduce 
         dependence on white education, and teach children the nature of 
         everyday living. 
          
         COMMENTS: 
          
         On Indian r

eryone l         ev
         after the pipe, not everyone can dance.  It's like a calling 
         from the Creator, or a gift. Maybe some are gifted, or made a
         offering.  Not everybody does these ceremonials out of the 
         clear blue sky but every offering has a purpose.  For longevity 



         is to have white hair and many grandchildren. 
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